Analysis of Soil Carbon Stock Dynamics by Machine Learning—Polish Case Study
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Abstract: A simplified differential equation for the dynamics of soil organic carbon (SOC) that describes the rate of SOC change (dSOC/dt) was constructed using the LASSO regression—a regularized linear regression machine learning method. This method selects the best predefined explanatory variables and empirically evaluates the relevant parameters of the equation. The result, converted into a formula for the long-term equilibrium level of soil carbon, indicates the existence of carbon sequestration potential in the studied regions of Poland. In particular, the model predicts high SOC content in regions with a high Topographic Wetness Index (TWI), such as river valleys or areas with high cattle density, as expected.
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1. Introduction

Agronomists aiming to improve the agricultural quality of soils have long been interested in the potential to increase soil carbon resources. Climatologists study both the threats related to the degradation of soil organic matter and the opportunities related to the potential for sequestration of excess carbon dioxide from the atmosphere in soils [1–3].

Most studies on changes in organic carbon resources in soils use mechanistic models that use systems of differential equations [4]. The first-order kinetics equations describe the rate of changes in the stocks of several pools of organic matter as a balance of two processes: accumulation with a positive contribution and decomposition through mineralization with a negative contribution. The sources of exogenous carbon are post-harvest plant residues and organic fertilizers that feed the accumulation of the first pool of organic matter that decomposes quickly. Some of the products of this decomposition feed into the process of accumulation of the next slower decomposing pool. Since the rate of mineralization increases with the increase in carbon stocks in the soil, the equations describing the dynamics predict the existence of a certain level of carbon stocks at which the rate of mineralization and accumulation is equal. Many mechanistic models have been developed [4–7]. They differ in the number of separated organic matter pools and the role of microbial activity [8,9]. They also differ in relations describing the influence of soil temperature and soil moisture on the rate of mineralization [4] or the impact of saturation capacity related to clay fraction and mineralogy of soil [10,11]. A significant part of the new research focuses on models analyzing in detail soil microbial processes described by the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic kinetics equation [9,12]. However, it is currently unclear to
what extent these more complex models offer better predictions of SOC stock changes [8,13–16].

Mechanistic models, trying to reflect the physical and chemical processes taking place in nature, are complex for obvious reasons and require the determination of many empirical parameters depending on the farmer’s decisions. These include long-term time series data on the type of crops, yields, amount of post-harvest residues left on fields, level of organic fertilization, method of soil tillage, etc. This data is easily collected for single-field or farm-scale simulations. The typical range of agricultural input data required by mechanistic simulation models is shown in the example of the three most frequently cited models in the Web of Science database [17]: RothC, CENTURY, and DNDC. In the RothC model [18–20], these are monthly soil cover (bare or vegetated), monthly residue C, and farmland manure C inputs. In the CENTURY model [19,21,22], these are crop type, management events (sowing, tillage, harvesting), and plant C and N content. In the DNDC model [23,24], these are the tillage method, N fertilization rates, planting and harvest dates, amount of post-harvest residues, and maximum yield. On the scale of macro analyses, detailed data on C loads entering the field are difficult to access and, therefore, must be estimated. An example of such estimation is the use of data on livestock density and yields in large administrative units (for Poland, these are voivodeships classified in the EU as NUTS2 units). In particular, there are no models for the distribution of organic fertilizers in the vicinity of farms with large livestock production or the share of post-harvest residues left on the fields. For example, in the globally applied RothC model [20], data on crop residues were estimated using yield data reported by FAO at the country level. The model assumed constant shares of above-ground crop residues and underground residues in relation to above-ground yield. The amount of carbon entering the fields in livestock manure was determined based on stocking density layers for cattle, pigs, and poultry for the world [25] in a raster with a resolution of 3 arcminutes (5 by 5 km at the equator). Although the data on stocking density collected in administrative units were disaggregated, in Poland, the predicted stocking density shown on this map was almost homogeneous within voivodeships. As a result, abrupt changes are visible at the borders of voivodeships. In some areas, therefore, the actual resolution of stocking density layers is determined mainly by the size of the administrative units in which the data is reported. Since most models are not validated against an independent time series of SOC measurements [7], it is difficult to find a model that can assess the prediction errors associated with the use of macro-estimated data. However, it has been shown that the high uncertainty of the modeling results of SOC changes on agricultural land is associated with the choice of the crop carbon inputs estimation method [26]. It has also been observed that the main source of errors in global SOC models for natural ecosystems is errors in the estimation of the net primary productivity [27], which determines the amount of C input.

Therefore, despite good recognition and the possibility of reflecting soil organic matter processes in the models, the level of carbon resources in the soil is strongly affected by parameters depending on the farmer’s decisions. They are estimated with high uncertainty, particularly in analyses of large areas. However, it is known that farmers adapt both sowing structure, level of fertilization, method of soil cultivation to soil texture, stocking density, etc. Since changes in soil carbon stocks are slow, the information provided to the model by a time series of annual cropping or organic fertilization data may be replaceable by the information contained in causally related variables such as average livestock density or soil texture. The transition to these new less numerous variables in the mechanistic model is difficult due to the many original variables that depend on them. Therefore, it may be more practical to replace whole parts of the mechanistic model with empirically estimated functions.

In connection with these observations, we hypothesize that it may be useful to simplify the structure of mechanistic soil organic carbon models to a form in which their parts can be constructed from variables that are easily accessible and convenient for estimation and interpretation. In the Materials and Methods chapter, we describe (i) our attempt to
simplify the equations describing the mechanistic model, (ii) the method of determining the empirical parts of the model using machine learning methods, (iii) the formula for the equilibrium level of carbon in soil resulting from the model, and (iv) the measurement data applied to determine the empirical parts of the model. In the next chapters, Results and Discussion, we discuss (i) the structure of the model, (ii) the structure of the equilibrium level of carbon in the soil, (iii) the cross-validation model results, (iv) the comparison of predictions of the obtained model with findings of previous research, and (v) the implications of model findings for practice. The identified gap in the existing mechanistic models, related mainly to errors in the assessment of C inputs, is attempted to be filled using a simple first-order kinetics equation. Unlike in existing models based on such equations, explanatory variables are selected automatically and the parameters determining the influence of these variables on the model are estimated by regression methods similarly to empirical models.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

We analyzed 228 sampling points (Figure 1) located in central Europe (51.6–54.0° N, 14.8–23.8° E) grouped into four administrative regions of Polish voivodeship (NUTS2 level): a—Podlaskie, b—Lubelskie, c—Zachodniopomorskie and d—Dolnoslaskie. The terrain is lowland (25–339 m a.s.l.), mostly flat, and slightly undulating, except for the southern measurement points in region b, which are in strongly undulating terrain. According to the Köppen-Geiger classification, the climate is humid continental [28] with the ratio of average annual precipitation to potential evapotranspiration AI (Aridity Index) ranging from 0.76–1.18 and with a gradient of average temperature towards the southwest (region d) to the northeast (region a). The range of the sum of Growing Degree Days (GDD), i.e., effective temperatures above 5 °C, ranges from 1647 degree-days in region a to 2044 degree-days in region d, which in agricultural practice translates into a delay in the beginning of the growing season in region a relative to region d by about 2 weeks. The post-glacial soils are strongly differentiated in terms of grain size, with a predominance of sandy soils (loamy sands and sandy loams according to the USDA classification) with the share of floatable fraction (>0.02 mm) ranging from 3.5 to 66% with an average of 24.2%. The largest share of sandy soils is found in regions a, c, and the north of region b, while the south of region b and most of area d are composed of silty loams.

In region d, which is the warmest and has loess soil with high agricultural suitability, intensive agriculture prevails. This is evident from the crop classification map for 2018 [29], where the total share of demanding crops such as wheat, barley, rapeseed, and sugar beet in points of region d was about 77%. In contrast, in the coldest and sandy region a, this share was only about 38%. The most unfavorable agricultural conditions for intensive plant cultivation in region a contributed to the fact that the changes in Polish agriculture that took place after the departure from the centrally planned economy in 1989 favored the concentration of cattle breeding in this region, while in other regions, the number of cattle was reduced. In the last 20 years, the average stocking density of cattle in administrative units of the NUTS5 level (PSR 2002, PSR 2020) in which the measurement points of region a are located was about 0.76 livestock units LU ha⁻¹, while for region d, it was only 0.07 LU ha⁻¹, and for regions b and c, it was 0.20 and 0.10 LU ha⁻¹, respectively. Cattle breeding is conducive to maintaining grassland and a structure of crops on arable land in which fodder crops have a significant share. This ensures that soil has dense vegetation cover throughout or for most of the year and is well protected against erosion. Water erosion is a particular threat in areas with loess soil that are susceptible to leaching, and in the study area, it is most intense in the south of region b.

We expect that a high stocking density, a large share of grassland, and a relatively cool and humid climate should be conducive to the accumulation of organic carbon in the soils of region a. However, in region d, which is almost completely devoid of cattle and
grasslands, and in the loessive south part of region \( b \), which favors water erosion, the accumulation is assumed to be low.

The performed regionalization of research should, therefore, ensure conditions in which the range of SOC changes in a relatively small research area is maximized and, thus, facilitate the correct estimation of the parameters of the tested model.

2.2. Soil Data Preparation

Sampling locations were selected from the two existing databases of SOC measurements in arable soil profiles. The first database contains 11,000 soil profiles collected for...
the preparation and quality control of the agricultural soil map of Poland in the 1970s and 1980s. The second database was collected mainly in 2003–2004 at selected locations of the first database for the purpose of assessing changes in soil properties. In 2018, the measurements were repeated, obtaining complete data for three periods at 228 points, including exact location and measurements of SOC% content and grain size in at least the upper 30 cm of soil.

All measurements of soil organic carbon level and soil texture were made in samples taken from a depth of 0–30 cm. Determinations of soil organic carbon content SOC% were made using the Tiurin method [30] and determination of granulometric composition by Casagrande’s areometric method in modification by Prószyński [31].

In each of the points, two dSOC changes were calculated from three SOC measurements taken in the years 1969–1989, 2002–2004, and 2018. These changes were divided by the time period dt to give two values of the dSOC_dt change rate.

The soil carbon level SOC% was converted to its stock SOC (t ha⁻¹) in the 0–30 cm layer using the formula:

\[ SOC = d \ BD \ SOC\% \]

where depth \( d = 30 \) cm and the bulk density \( BD \) (g cm⁻³) value was calculated according to a pedotransfer formula for soils in Poland [32].

The average stock of soil organic carbon SOC in the analyzed points, located mainly on arable lands, was 43.3 t ha⁻¹ (minimum value 24.5, median 40.8, and maximum value 87.4 t ha⁻¹). These values are slightly smaller than average SOC values reported for arable land and grassland soils of Poland [33] on a larger dataset (\( N = 50,000 \)), where minimum, median, mean, and maximum values of stock for the same depth of 0–30 cm were, respectively, 35, 58, 59, and 97 t ha⁻¹. The average rate of change dSOC_dt in the studied points was negative, i.e., soils lost organic carbon at an average rate of \(-0.06\) t ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ (minimum, median and maximum were, respectively, equal to \(-1.98\), \(-0.08\), and \(3.87\) t ha⁻¹ year⁻¹). The negative but close to zero balance of organic matter observed in the studied points is consistent with current estimates for Poland [34] based on reproduction-degradation coefficients proposed by Eich and Kundler. For the years 2017–2019, these predicted that dSOC_dt is positive and equal to 0.07 t ha⁻¹ year⁻¹.

2.3. Analysis Overview

In order to maintain a dynamic description offered by mechanistic models using systems of differential equations and their description of reaching the steady-state level with the equilibrium of mineralization and accumulation, their maximum simplification was made to a description by means of one equation for all pools of soil organic matter.

The simplest such description of soil organic carbon stock changes dSOC/dt (t ha⁻¹ year⁻¹) is possible with a single pool model of first-order kinetics [17,35,36]:

\[ \frac{dSOC}{dt} = I - k \ SOC \]

where I (t ha⁻¹ year⁻¹) is the accumulation rate and k (year⁻¹) is the SOC decomposition coefficient. The above first-order linear differential equation with positive coefficients I and k approximately independent of time t over period \( \Delta t \) considered in the analysis, was discretized by the trapezoidal rule:

\[ \frac{dSOC}{dt} \approx \frac{SOC_{t+\Delta t} - SOC_t}{\Delta t}; \quad SOC \approx \frac{SOC_{t+\Delta t} + SOC_t}{2} \]

The coefficients I and k are considered as changing in space and dependent on the set of selected explanatory variables (listed in the next paragraph). Since the coefficients function form is unknown, its approximation was used, which is a linear combination of
selected variables in the first and second power. The number of such terms increases rapidly with the number of variables, and they are often correlated. Therefore, we used, one of the machine learning methods proposed for such cases [37]—regularized LASSO regression [38], which results in the selection of the most important variables, model overfitting limitation, and, at the same time, the model interpretability improvement. The parameters of the LASSO regression model were estimated using the glmnet package in R.

The form of model (2), selected by the LASSO machine learning method, can be used to determine the equilibrium SOC level for conditions when SOC changes are negligible:

\[ \text{SOC}_{eq} = \frac{I}{k} \]  

(4)

This will be further interpreted in terms of optimizing strategies for increasing carbon sequestration in soils.

A change in SOC may also occur because we did not reach the point of the previous measurement. In this case, not only will the SOC change, but also other soil parameters, including soil particle size distribution. As soil texture is almost constant over time, the expression \( \text{dFloat}_{dt} \) with a change in the fraction of soil floatable particles was added to the model Equation (2) as a measure of not hitting the same measurement point. In Polish soils, a floatable fraction is easier to measure (due to a higher share and wider range of variation) than the clay fraction. It should be noted that erosion may also result in the leaching of the floatable fraction and the simultaneous loss of organic carbon in the soil. Therefore, special attention will be required when interpreting the results of the model term with the floatable fraction change rate.

### 2.4. Explanatory Variables

The choice of explanatory variables was guided by an expert assessment of their importance for the processes shaping the level of soil organic matter and the availability of spatial databases with sufficient resolution. The total set of 8 selected explanatory variables is presented in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Explanatory variables used in the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition of the Explanatory Variable and Its Impact on the Level SOC</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Soil organic carbon stock (t ha(^{-1}))</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dFloat(_{dt})</td>
<td>Change rate of floatable soil fraction &lt;0.02mm (% year(^{-1}))</td>
<td>−1.50</td>
<td>measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Floatable fraction content (%) in the topsoil; determines the soil structure, its retention, and sorption capacity; affects the level of yield</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Length-slope factor in USLE model; based on a digital terrain model with a resolution of 20m; topographic component of water erosion</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>own calculations based on the data EU-DEM [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWI</td>
<td>Topographic Wetness Index (-); calculated on the basis of a digital terrain model with a resolution of 20m using SagaGIS according to current recommendations [40]; topographic component of soil moisture</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>own calculations based on the data EU-DEM [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Values</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI</strong></td>
<td>Aridity Index (-) the ratio of annual precipitation and potential evapotranspiration, averaged for the years 1971–2015; the climatic component of soil moisture</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>own calculations based on the data IMiGW [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GDD5</strong></td>
<td>The sum of effective temperatures (day °C) for the growing season (days with temp &gt;5 °C) being the sum of daily differences between the average daily temperature and the base temperature equal to 5 °C; averaged for the years 1971–2015</td>
<td>1647</td>
<td>own calculations based on the data IMiGW [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CattD</strong></td>
<td>Stocking density of cattle (animals ha⁻¹ UAA *); affects the level of doses of organic fertilizers and arable land crop structure</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>own calculations based on the data PSR2002 [42] and PSR2020 [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P</strong></td>
<td>Dummy variable for differentiating old and new changes of SOC (0—old; 1—new)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* UAA—Utilized Agricultural Area.

Efforts were made to select explanatory variables that are not obviously causally related, which is largely confirmed by the correlation analysis. The Spearman correlations between the variables in the model are usually low (Figure 2), although, in the case of pairs LS-TWI, AI-GDD5, GDD5-CattD, and dFloat_dt-p, they exceed the level of 0.5.

*Figure 2. Spearman correlations between model variables (* p < 0.5, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001).*
Despite the existence of a few strongly correlated variables, the use of the LASSO regularized regression method eliminates undesirable correlation effects on the predictive capabilities of the model through its built-in variable selection.

2.5. Validation

The model of changes in soil carbon stock was validated in two ways: (i) using the spatial 4-fold cross-validation method (points were split into 4 parts according to their natural geographical grouping as shown in Figure 1) and (ii) validation on an independent set of data from monitoring of chemistry of arable soils in Poland [44,45] for SOM change in years 2000–2015 where \( N = 191 \) (after selecting from 216 points only those with complete explanatory data). This set of data was chosen for its open-access policy and high quality of soil sampling, ensured especially by the good homogenization of soil samples consisting of several partial samples taken from an area of approximately 100 m². The accuracy of the model in matching the predicted rate of change in organic carbon stocks \( \frac{dSOC}{dt} \) (t ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\)) to the observed data was measured by the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) and the root mean square error (RMSE).

3. Results

3.1. Soil Organic Carbon Dynamics Model

As a result of using the regularized LASSO regression method, the following form of the model was obtained:

\[
\frac{dSOC}{dt} = (0.408 - 0.139p) \cdot \frac{dFloat}{dt} + (-0.104 + 0.293p + 0.009TWI + 0.083CattD^2) - (0.004 + 0.002AI - 0.002CattD^2) \cdot SOC
\] (5)

with RMSE = 0.474 and \( R^2 = 0.196 \). The diagnostics showed (Supplementary Figure S1 and Table S1) the need to remove two outliers, the normal distribution of the model residuals, and the lack of their spatial correlation, which was confirmed by Moran’s I test.

Model validation results were (i) RMSE = 0.495 and \( R^2 = 0.047 \) in the cross-validation method and (ii) RMSE = 2.04 and \( R^2 = 0.020 \) for the validation on an independent set. The cross-validation results are positive, although they explain a similar small part of the variability of \( \frac{dSOC}{dt} \) as a single correlation with a change in grain size of the floatable particle fraction or cattle density (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Independent dataset relation between soil organic carbon stock \( \frac{dSOC}{dt} \) and measured changes of floatable soil fractions \( \frac{dFloat}{dt} \) or cattle density \( \text{CattD} \).

The Random Forest, which is a commonly used first machine learning model [46], was not significantly better (Figure S2). This indicates that it will not be possible to obtain a highly improved interpretable model with the given set of variables.
3.2. Soil Organic Carbon Equilibrium Level

According to the estimated version of equation 4 given by equation 5, we assess the actual \( (p = 1) \) steady-state soil organic carbon stock in the case where there are no changes in soil texture (\( \text{dFloat}_\text{dt} = 0 \)):

\[
SOC_{eq} = \frac{0.189 + 0.009 \text{TWI} + 0.083 \text{CattD}^2}{0.004 + 0.002 \text{AI} - 0.002 \text{CattD}^2}
\]  

For mean values of explanatory variables, \( SOC_{eq} \) is equal to 51 t ha\(^{-1}\), which means that growth of SOC sequestration (from the actual mean of 43 t ha\(^{-1}\)) can be expected in the long term if all variables remain constant.

4. Discussion

Most publications on the dynamics of changes in organic matter concern single locations, whereas there are fewer studies analyzing the dynamics of SOC changes over larger areas. A review of studies on changes in soil organic matter resources for the Netherlands [47] indicates a significant decrease in the SOC content in the 30–100 cm layer, but the study did not analyze changes in the function of factors that may affect them. Studies for England and Wales [36,48] show a decrease in SOC in soils with initially higher SOC content. Similar observations were made in Poland [32,49]. Analyses of changes in SOC in the UK show the usefulness of normalizing the SOC to the SOC to clay ratio and indicate that a realistic SOC/clay value for arable land is 1/13, and for grassland, it is greater than 1/8, furthermore showing that the largest decreases in the SOC/clay ratio occurred in soils with initially high levels [50]. Studies conducted in China [51] have shown the impact of the interaction of fertilization and the groundwater table on the changes in SOM.

Despite the existence of few studies analyzing changes in the level of soil organic matter in large areas, there is a clear deficit of analyses in which dynamic models have been developed that allow simulations of changes in SOC stocks in a longer timeframe. Our analysis partly fills this gap by offering an approach that combines mechanistic models based on differential equations with an empirical approach based on the analysis of changes using the estimation of simple linear relationships by regression methods. The proposed model provides a new method of extending knowledge on the mechanisms determining the amount of carbon supplied to the soil by interpreting the estimated equation in terms of accumulation and decomposition processes. This is possible due to the fact that the functional form of these processes is not defined a priori in the model, but is determined in the machine learning process [52]. It should be emphasized that the estimated model with the imposed structure of the first-order kinetics equation makes sense only when the terms \( i \) and \( k \) in the estimated version of formula 2 are positive in the model’s application area. Otherwise, a model is obtained in which the simulated SOC level, despite a long period and fixed values of variables, does not tend to steady-state but, for example, disappears to zero or increases indefinitely. Such a result should most likely be interpreted as the effect of systematic errors in the measurements of SOC changes or layers of explanatory variables. Other mechanistic models do not offer the possibility to modify the variables describing processes of accumulation and decomposition, and some of their parameters require measurements on a local scale. Attempts to determine the parameters of the models used so far for studies on a macro scale led to significant errors in the estimation of crop carbon inputs [26]. Due to the large number of parameters, these models also pose a risk of overfitting [7].

The accuracy of the model estimated in this work conducted for agricultural soils in Poland \( (R^2 = 0.05; \text{RMSE} = 0.5 \text{ t ha}^{-1} \text{ year}^{-1}) \) is comparable to the accuracy of few other models for which annual changes of SOC (t ha\(^{-1}\) year\(^{-1}\)) are known at point locations. In the case of the Yasso07 model used to predict changes in SOC stocks in 101 forest locations in France [53], the coefficient of determination was below 0.1. For the N14CP model adapted
to agricultural areas, the test of predicting SOC changes on data from 11 long-term experiments conducted in Europe [54] showed a positive but insignificant relationship ($R^2 < 0.01$, $p > 0.05$). Numerous attempts have also been made to simulate changes in SOC stocks using machine learning methods such as Quantile Regression Forest (QRF), Random Forest (RF), or Gradient Boosting Model (GBM). These methods were used for areas in such countries as Hungary [55,56], Argentina [57], and China [58]. They were also used for selected arable fields in the central part of Nova Scotia in Canada [59]. Unfortunately, cross-validation prediction errors were most often reported for the predicted final SOC level (t ha$^{-1}$), and predicted SOC change rate errors were determined only for the model of SOC change in Hungary where $\text{RMSE} = 1.01$ t ha$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$ [56]. In these models, soil type maps were the most important covariates for Hungary, climatic variables for Argentina and China, and Landsat-based Tasseled Cap greenness for pre-growing periods for regional studies in Canada.

The obtained functional form of the model defined by equation 5 and analysis of the signs of the estimated parameters of the equation, revealed that:

- the rate of change of SOC is proportional to the rate of change of the fraction of floatable particles, indicating a substantial shift of the sampling point from the previous location and/or soil leaching,
- an increase in cattle stocking density CattD increases the accumulation of post-harvest residues and reduces mineralization,
- an increase in the topographic-dependent part of soil moisture given by TWI increases the accumulation of post-harvest residues, while the increase in the climate-dependent part of soil moisture AI increases mineralization,
- the coefficients at $p$ indicate that in older periods, the SOC accumulation has a lower rate but the change rate of SOC associated with the change rate of the fraction of floatable particles was higher,
- the relation between rates of change in SOC and floatable fractions is weaker for new changes, which may support a hypothesis on a problem with the sampling point localization in previous periods. This problem seemed to be less relevant as the localization equipment (GPS) developed.

The value of the regression coefficient for the rate of change of soil floatable fraction dFloat$_{dt}$ for older periods can probably be mainly associated with errors in point localization because the use of GPS was only possible for measurements in newer periods: 2002–2004 and 2018.

The secondary model for the equilibrium SOC level, given by Equation (6), predicts high SOC content in river valleys and cattle farming areas, which is in line with our expectations. In grassland areas in Poland, a positive correlation between cattle stocking density and the percentage of organic carbon in the soil is known [60]. However, the model also predicts that as the Aridity Index (AI) increases, the equilibrium SOC content decreases, which contradicts most observations that SOC levels are higher in wet climates than in dry ones. In addition, expected variables such as the share of floatable fraction (Float) or the sum of degree-days (GDD5) were not included in the model, although there is an observed and physically justified relationship between the content of clay fractions and the level of SOC [10] and the relationship between temperature and the rate of SOC decomposition [4]. A similar problem concerns the lack of the LS variable in the model, which describes the topographic component of water erosion and should be present in the model due to erosion being one of the main mechanisms of carbon loss from soils [61]. The values of coefficients that are inconsistent with expectations may be related to too few measurement points and their limited spatial range. This means that some variables, locally correlated with other variables not taken into account in the model but important for the modeled process (omission error), become their impossible-to-interpret substitute.

Problems with proper recognition of the climate impact on the model indicate that the model is estimated on data from four regions of Poland and show that it is restricted
to the study area. In order to obtain a more general model in which the influence of climatic factors on the SOC would be correctly recognized, calibration across several climatic zones and on the longer time series of measurements is needed.

The proposed model can be used wherever SOC stocks have been measured for several dozen point locations in at least two distant moments in time. The only limitation for the use of the model in other conditions, e.g., in other parts of the world, may be significant spatial aggregation of the available variables explaining the use of natural fertilizers or the amount of post-harvest residues. The explanatory variables selected in this study in Poland can be replaced with similarly interpreted variables available in the study region. The presented model for Poland is, therefore, rather an example of the implementation of a new method of creating SOC dynamics models than a typical ready-to-use simulation model calibrated for all conditions.

5. Conclusions

A model with the features of a mechanistic model was developed to enable a simple estimation of its parameters using the regularized LASSO regression method. The explicit form of the model is in the form of a differential equation, which allows for the simulation of changes in SOC resources in the long term. It also enables the determination of the equilibrium SOC level, the analysis of which for the examined points indicated that there is potential for carbon sequestration in the soils across the studied regions of Poland.

Analysis of the equation for SOC change rate and the long-term equilibrium SOC level showed that for selected regions in Poland:

- the stocking density of cattle increases the accumulation of post-harvest residues and reduces mineralization; in older analyzed periods, accumulation has a lower rate;
- old measurements of SOC are affected by problems with exact sampling point localization, which can be reflected in models by a term with a level of change of soil floatable fraction which, in principle, should not change if the soil profile is not physically transformed;
- the equilibrium SOC level predicted from our model is high in areas with high TWI e.g., river valleys or areas with high cattle density, which is in line with expectations.

The weakness of the estimated model for Poland lies in the lack of inclusion of important variables, such as soil texture, whose impact on SOC is known from previous studies, or the inclusion of some variables, such as AI, with a sign inconsistent with expectations. This problem is probably related to the small spatial spread of the sampling area, which indicates the need to create and use databases containing measurements on diverse soils located in various climatic zones.
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